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The research of the strength of a hashed message is of great importance in 

modern authentication systems. The hashing process is inextricably linked 

with the password system, since passwords are usually stored in the system 

not in clear text, but as hashes. The SHA-256 hash function was chosen to 

model the attack with rainbow tables. An algorithm for constructing a rainbow 

table for the SHA-256 hash function in the Java language is proposed. The 

conditions under which the use of rainbow tables will be effective are 

determined. This article aims to practically show the process of generating a 

password and rainbow tables to organize an attack on the SHA-256 hash 

function. As research shows, rainbow tables can reveal a three-character 

password in 3 seconds. As the password bit increases, the decryption time 

increases in direct proportion. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The value of data increases every day. Data is a key factor both in scientific research and in the field 

of public administration. The development of IT technologies has led to the generation of a large amount of 

personal data, which has become the basis for the development of machine learning and big data processing 

technologies. This growing demand entails renewed interest in data privacy methods and processes. When a 

user needs to log in securely, he enters a password and his password is compared with the password stored in 

the system database. To be more precise, it is not the passwords themselves that are compared, since passwords 

are not stored in plain text, but their encrypted form is compared. This encrypted form will be the password 

hash. If the hashes match, then we can assume that the user has authenticated and can log in.  

Hash functions are one of the first ways to ensure the protection of personal data through the user 

authentication process [1], [2]. However, the fact that most computer systems use a username and password 

for protection, often the same for different systems, as well as short passwords using only numbers and letters, 

often only numbers in the form of the user's date of birth, the problem of vulnerabilities of cryptographic 

systems remains open. [3], [4]. In addition, Hash functions themselves also have vulnerabilities that are 

exploited by an attacker. Among the common hash attacks, there are attacks by brute force or brute force and 

by dictionary. In contrast to such attacks, hash disclosure using rainbow tables significantly speeds up the 

hacking process [5], [6]. 

Rainbow tables are tables containing precomputed values of known hashes for a particular 

cryptosystem. If the cryptographic security of the system is violated by an unauthorized subject using a rainbow 

table, the attacker receives comprehensive information about the encryption scheme used [7]-[9]. That is, if for 

some reason access to the password hash tables is obtained, then with the help of rainbow tables, you can easily 

restore all the encrypted passwords that it contains. This can happen in case of password leaks, low password 

http://aues.kz/ru/institute/one?institute_id=3
http://aues.kz/ru/institute/one?institute_id=2
http://aues.kz/ru/institute/one?institute_id=3
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database security, the use of outdated hashing methods such as MD5 and SHA1 [10], or access to the password 

database by phishing those users who have access to the password database. For example, frequent traffic leaks 

in the IP telephony network occur due to the use of outdated hash functions [11], which do not provide strong 

protection and as a result lead to loss or theft of traffic, in addition to attacks on personal data [12]-[16]. The 

use of rainbow tables in practice is not limited to attacks, they can also be used as a mechanism for cryptanalysis 

of telecommunication systems or recovery of a forgotten password. 

Cryptanalysis allows using an attack on the hashing mechanism to assess the degree of its resistance 

to disclosure. When an attacker steals a password hash, he can quickly determine whether the passwords have 

been over-salted or they have been hashed N times. Next, using the rainbow table, the attacker searches for the 

100 most popular passwords. When coincidences are detected, the work goes in the opposite direction. After 

that, the hacker receives the decrypted password. But the time spent on this process will determine the stability 

of the system. Since the precomputed rainbow table contains hashes of all open characters in the password, it 

can take up large amounts of memory on the hard disk. Therefore, to implement cryptanalysis using rainbow 

tables, it is necessary to take into account the fact that the amount of allocated memory will depend on the time 

of password disclosure and the durability of the system [17]-[19]. 

To reveal the forgotten password, the administrator, having access to the password hash table and the 

rainbow table, can restore the encrypted password and provide the user with the plaintext of his password. In 

this case, the presence of a hash vulnerability makes it possible not to lose user data [20]-[22]. 

The security sector is developing very quickly and modern methods and procedures of attacks are 

used, but rainbow attacks remain a threat to organizations to this day. This is especially true for those 

organizations that do not use adequate password protection or save on security. It is recommended to use good 

knowledge of your cryptographic system as measures to increase the level of system security. In addition, use 

a modern Salting technique, which is based on the principle of adding an additional random value to each 

hashed password, which allows you to create new password hash values that will participate in authentication. 

To date, many modern password authentication systems include salt, which reduces the risk of successful 

attacks on rainbow tables [23]. 

Also, one of the modern directions of development of the IT sector is the introduction of cloud 

services. In this area, ensuring the security of the end user comes to the fore, since the system needs to guarantee 

not only uninterrupted access to cloud services, but also the confidentiality of the transmitted data. At the same 

time, it is proposed to use a secure hashing algorithm [24]-[26]. 

The article proposes to investigate the resistance of the modern sha-256 hash function to the 

vulnerability of rainbow tables. From the analysis of publications, it is clear that previously outdated hashes 

were more often subjected to cryptanalysis, or modern hashes were often investigated by brute force and 

dictionary attacks less using rainbow tables. The relevance of the study lies in the fact that with the use of 

rainbow tables, the process of searching and comparing hashes becomes easier, since all the values in the 

rainbow table should already be calculated in advance. At the same time, it is not necessary to know the exact 

password, if the hashes match, then the user will authenticate. The exception is salted hashes, since for their 

disclosure it is necessary to know the salting algorithm and how many times they are hashed. But most often 

these practical settings are neglected by admins, which increases the risk of password hacking using rainbow 

tables. 

The implementation of the rainbow attack on a modern hash function is written in Java and consists 

of two separate programs. Rainbow tables are files stored on a hard disk. Therefore, one program will generate 

rainbow tables based on user-defined parameters, and the second will process rainbow tables to provide a quick 

hash search. 

 

2. METHOD 

A rainbow table is a special variant of lookup tables for inverting cryptographic hash functions, using 

a reasonable compromise mechanism between table lookup time and memory footprint [23]. Rainbow tables 

are primarily used to crack passwords that have been converted using a hard-to-reverse hash function. 

In simple terms, a certain table is created in advance with matching chains in which the hash and 

password alternate. Moreover, in this table, all possible variants of passwords of a given length range and a 

given alphabet are sorted out (for example, passwords consisting of Latin capital letters from 1 to 5 characters 

long). An example of such a chain is shown below [23]: 

 

,  (1) 

 

here H is the hash function (eg SHA-1 or SHA-2) and R is the reduction function. In fact, this is just 

the generation of another key from the set of all possible ones in order to continue the chain. A rainbow table 
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consists of many such chains, with different reduction functions applied at each iteration (i.e., R1, R2, R3…Rn 

where n is the length of the chain). Each chain starts with a random possible password, then is subjected to a 

hash function and a reduction function. A simplified rainbow table is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Diagram of a rainbow table with a chain length of three [27] 

 

The main idea of the rainbow table is that intermediate passwords in the chain are discarded and only 

the first and last elements of the chains are written to the table. Creating tables takes time and memory, but 

they allow you to recover the original password very quickly (compared to conventional methods). 

To recover the password, this hash value is reduced and looked up in the table. If no match is found, 

then the hash function and reduction function are applied again. This operation continues until a match is found. 

After finding a match, the chain containing it is restored to find the discarded value, which will be the desired 

password. 

The construction of the rainbow table occurs in stages: 

1. The working alphabet is fixed, that is, the set Q of all possible keys is given. 

2. An element q from the set Q is fixed and the value h of the hash function on it is calculated. 

3. Using some function R, a key belonging to the set Q is generated from the hash: q=R(h). If the 

number of elements in the chain is less than the specified one, go to step 2. 

These operations will be repeated until a chain of length t keys is obtained. This sequence is not placed 

entirely in memory, only the first and last elements of it are written. This is the time-memory tradeoff - let's 

say we generate a chain of 2000 keys, and only the first and last elements are recorded, we get huge savings, 

but on the other hand, the cryptanalysis time increases [28]. 

Next, we generate a certain number of chains, which are conveniently represented as a table with two 

columns (two-dimensional array), the first of which contains the initial key of the chain, and the second - the 

final one. After the chains are generated, you can already search for a key in them. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

To demonstrate the use of rainbow tables, a simple example can be given: suppose a password is 

generated consisting of two decimal digits in the range from 1 to 4. The SHA-256 hash algorithm is used to 

hash the password.  

Password hash: 73475cb40a568e8da8a045ced110137e159f890ac4da883b6b17dc651b3a8049. 

Suppose we know exactly the key length (2), the alphabet (1, 2, 3, 4) and the hashing algorithm. This 

means that the rainbow table will be small, and it will not be difficult to guess the password. 

It is worth saying that a real rainbow table that stores all possible passwords up to 6 characters long 

(and this includes all printable characters) stores about 2 million values and consists of chains of about 1000 

iterations in length. It can take up to 10 hours to look up a password against such a table if it is performed on 

a medium power machine, for example, based on a Core i3 processor. And this example was simplified as 

much as possible in order to simplify "manual" calculations. 

The number of all possible passwords under these conditions is 16. It is worth noting that ideally this 

table should consist of a much larger number of chains and iterations in them (even with such a small number 

of possible passwords), however, for simplicity, our table will consist of 4 chains with a length of 3 iterations 

(thus, there will be 4 passwords in each of the chains). Although in this scenario it is obvious that the last 

elements of the chains will not receive their hashes. Each of them will have its own reduction function - R1, 
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R2, R3, respectively. Here we need to remember that the only requirement for the reduction function is to 

return values from the same alphabet as the passwords. 

 

To calculate the SHA256 function, the Internet resource [29] was used. 

 

Examples of some hash functions: 

22 -  785f 3ec7 eb32 f30b 90cd 0fcf 3657 d388 b5ff 4297 f2f9 716f f66e 9b69 c05d dd09; 

12 - 6b51 d431 df5d 7f14 1cbe cecc f79e df3d d861 c3b4 069f 0b11 661a 3eef acbb a918 

Chain iterations involving functions R and H: 

1) 32 --- e29c9c180c6279b0b02abd6a1801c7c04082cf486ec027aa13515e4f3884bb6b --- 34 --- 

86e50149658661312a9e0b35558d84f6c6d3da797f552a9657fe0558ca40cdef --- 41 --- 

3d914f9348c9cc0ff8a79716700b9fcd4d2f3e711608004eb8f138bcba7f14d9 --- 12; 

2) 14 --- 8527a891e224136950ff32ca212b45bc93f69fbb801c3b1ebedac52775f99e61 --- 42 --- 

73475cb40a568e8da8a045ced110137e159f890ac4da883b6b17dc651b3a8049 --- 22 --- 

785f3ec7eb32f30b90cd0fcf3657d388b5ff4297f2f9716ff66e9b69c05ddd09 --- 21; 

3) 24 --- c2356069e9d1e79ca924378153cfbbfb4d4416b1f99d41a2940bfdb66c5319db --- 23 --- 

535fa30d7e25dd8a49f1536779734ec8286108d115da5045d77f3b4185d8f790 --- 31 --- 

eb1e33e8a81b697b75855af6bfcdbcbf7cbbde9f94962ceaec1ed8af21f5a50f --- 33; 

4) 11 --- 4fc82b26aecb47d2868c4efbe3581732a3e7cbcc6c2efb32062c08170a05eeb8 --- 13 --- 

3fdba35f04dc8c462986c992bcf875546257113072a909c162f7e470e581e278 --- 43 --- 

44cb730c420480a0477b505ae68af508fb90f96cf0ec54c6ad16949dd427f13a --- 44; 

 

Chains have been created. Further, we will assume that their first and last elements have been written 

to memory. That is: 

32 --- 12; 

14 --- 21; 

24 --- 35; 

11 --- 44. 

 

After that, the attack begins, which in essence is a search for a hash from this table and the password 

corresponding to it. 

The search is carried out as follows: first, the last column with hashes is checked for a match with the 

required hash. If no match is found, the penultimate column is checked, and so on. When the desired hash has 

been found in a certain column of a certain chain, the entire chain will be restored, and thus, the password 

preceding this hash in the chain is the one being sought. 

We start checking the last column of hashes: 

3d914f9348c9cc0ff8a79716700b9fcd4d2f3e711608004eb8f138bcba7f14d9; 

785f3ec7eb32f30b90cd0fcf3657d388b5ff4297f2f9716ff66e9b69c05ddd09; 

eb1e33e8a81b697b75855af6bfcdbcbf7cbbde9f94962ceaec1ed8af21f5a50f; 

44cb730c420480a0477b505ae68af508fb90f96cf0ec54c6ad16949dd427f13a. 

None of them match our hash: 

73475cb40a568e8da8a045ced110137e159f890ac4da883b6b17dc651b3a8049.  

Therefore, we are looking in the penultimate column: 

86e50149658661312a9e0b35558d84f6c6d3da797f552a9657fe0558ca40cdef 

73475cb40a568e8da8a045ced110137e159f890ac4da883b6b17dc651b3a8049 

535fa30d7e25dd8a49f1536779734ec8286108d115da5045d77f3b4185d8f790 

3fdba35f04dc8c462986c992bcf875546257113072a909c162f7e470e581e278 

The desired hash is found, Therefore, we restore the desired chain: 

14 --- 8527a891e224136950ff32ca212b45bc93f69fbb801c3b1ebedac52775f99e61 --- 42 --- 

73475cb40a568e8da8a045ced110137e159f890ac4da883b6b17dc651b3a8049 --- 22 --- 

785f3ec7eb32f30b90cd0fcf3657d388b5ff4297f2f9716ff66e9b69c05ddd09 --- 21; 

 

Answer: the required password is 42. 

 

It may seem that all these manipulations with searching for a hash by columns and restoring the chain 

in which the hash was found are superfluous, because there are only 4 chains and it is so perfectly clear in them 

which hashes correspond to which passwords. However, do not forget that this is the most simplified example, 

and the computer will have to deal with tens of thousands, millions or even billions of passwords. 
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3.1 Java attack algorithm  

The rainbow table generation algorithm (one program) and the hash search algorithm for this table 

(the second program) will be implemented in Java. The table will consist of all possible 3-character 

combinations of the 36-character input alphabet, consisting of lowercase Latin letters and numbers. 

If you count how many possible combinations you get, then you get a total of 363 = 46656. The table 

will consist of 16 columns: 8 columns with passwords and 8 with their corresponding hashes. 

The general algorithm is: 

Generation of all possible (moreover, non-repeating) combinations of 3 characters of the input 

alphabet and their entry into a dynamic array; 

Writing the first 5832 values from the array to the first column in Excel (these will be the initial 

elements of the chains) and parallel writing the corresponding hashes to the adjacent column. 

Recording all other passwords in accordance with the reduction function (each column with passwords 

has its own reduction function). 

Search for the required hash in the generated table. 

The basis is the code for the SHA-256 hash function is shown in Figure 2 (hereinafter, parts of the 

code are shown without mentioning the connected libraries). The code is implemented using a ready-made 

library of methods in Java - Apache Common Codec [30]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Java description of the code for the SHA-256 hash function 

 

The result of the generate hash function is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. The result of the hash function 

 

The next step is to generate all possible passwords. Please note that the generator will work first, and 

only then the received passwords will be distributed over the table. 

Generator of a random non-repeating sequence of a string of 3 characters, and this sequence includes 

all possible combinations of three characters with an input alphabet of 36 characters (lowercase Latin letters 

and numbers) is shown in Figure 4: 
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Figure 4. Java description of the code for the SHA-256 hash function 

Call the functions of this class in Main as shown in the Figure 5. The result of the generator is ahown 

in the Figure 6. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Java description of the code for the class main 
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Figure 6. The result of the generator 

 

A sequence of 46656 words with all checks for “non-repeatability” was generated in about 3 minutes. 

It is worth saying that in real conditions, rainbow tables contain not only millions, but billions of possible 

passwords. I assume that, for example, 4-character passwords with the same 36-character input alphabet (which 

is 364 = 1679616) will be under the same conditions for about an hour. 

Next comes the function to write the first elements of the chains with their hashes in adjacent columns 

(Figure 7): 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Java description of the code of function for writing the first elements of the chains with 

their hashes in adjacent columns 

 

Call to Main.java for write the first elements of the chains with their hashes in adjacent columns in 

Excel file is shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Java description of the code to generate Excel file 

 

Result of generating Excel file is shown in Figure 9.  

 

 
 

Figure 9. Recording result 

 

For each subsequent column of passwords it is necessary to apply the reduction function. Let each of 

the reduction functions take an even bit of the hash as input, which increases each time (for example, the first 

reduction function takes the 0th bit of the password hash from the previous column as input, the second 

reduction function takes the 2nd, etc.). The code for these functions is also generate in the Excel.java file 

(Figure 10). 
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Figure 10. Java description of the code of the reduction function 

 

The result of calculating the reduction function for each password is shown in the Figure 11. 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Recording result 

 

The whole process - generating all possible combinations and writing these combinations with hashes 

to a table - took about 5 minutes. Again, the table only contains 46,000 passwords (and weighs in at around 2.3 
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MB). Real tables (again, for 8-character passwords with a 72-character input alphabet) can weigh about 20GB, 

and take hours to generate (depending on the speed of the algorithm and the power of the equipment). 

Moreover, most often a complete “database” is not one such table, but several. As a result, the code for 

generating the rainbow table is shown in Figures 12-15. 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Java description of the code Main.java 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Java description of the code SHA256.java 

 

 

 
 

Figure 14. Java description of the code RandomGen.java 
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Figure 15. Java description of the continuous of the code RandomGen.java 

 

Java description of the generating Excel file is shown in Figure 16.  

The password and hash table is ready. It remains only to search for it. Let's just scan each of the hash 

columns, starting with the last one, to see if the hash we entered is among these hashes. And the password 

corresponding to it is in the cell on the left. 

To implement the search, we create a new project and copy the resulting Excel file with the generated 

rainbow table into it. The code for matching the hash we entered and the hashes from this table is shown in 

Figure 17. Result of the finding password is shown in Figure 18. 
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Figure 16. Java description of the generating Excel file 
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Figure 17. Java description of the code of finding password 

 

 
Figure 18. Search result 

 

The search took only 3 seconds. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

Considering all that was said earlier about the speed of generating rainbow tables and their sizes, as 

well as the fact that rainbow tables are effective against ordinary hashes and useless against salty ones, many 

consider them a bad and outdated hacking tool. However, we think that this is not entirely true and rainbow 

tables can still be useful. The paper proposes an implementation in the Java language, which allows them to be 

implemented in different network applications. If you use a powerful enough computer and a large amount of 

free hard disk space, you can pre-calculate hashes for passwords that contain more than 8 characters, which 

will speed up the process of decrypting passwords. 

When conducting a preliminary analysis of the attacked system and the presence of vulnerabilities in 

hashing mechanisms, using rainbow tables will be more effective against dictionary search or brute force. 

To attack the system, sometimes it is necessary to learn only one password, which also allows you to 

speed up the process of decrypting the password. This is especially important when using rainbow tables as a 

password recovery tool. In this case, security will be ensured by the work of the system administrator. 

A cryptanalysis of the modern SHA-256 hash function showed that an attack using a rainbow table 

allows you to recover a password that has 3 characters in 3 seconds. This proves the fact that modern hashes 

also have vulnerabilities and need protection. In the future, you can investigate how the hash size affects the 

volume of the rainbow tab, as well as how the use of a character-letter password combination affects the speed 

of disclosure. 
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